
Kinetic Letters- Handwriting Workshop for 
Parents

St Mary’s Primary School



Why Do We Need A 
Scheme?

• Since Covid staff have seen a decline in handwriting, posture and fine 
motor control. 

• Children have less stamina for writing 

• There was not a consistent approach to teaching or correcting this, 
we need consistency now more than ever.



Why Kinetic Letters?
• Other schemes we researched heavily focussed on forming the letters 

and offered very little to support the development of children’s physical 
development.

• Kinetic Letters consists of four strands, each focussing on a different 
aspect of writing and physical development. 

• All staff receive high quality training which can be accessed as many 
times as needed whenever we need. 



What Is The Aim?

• The aim is not solely for the children to have neat handwriting. 
Handwriting has an impact on the children’s writing whether it is 
content, length or creativity to name a few.

• When we write we have to attend to a multitude of cognitive 
(content) and motor (handwriting) aspects. Humans have a limit to 
what we can concentrate on at once, if the demand becomes too 
great, then the challenge of handwriting will take over and the higher 
order skills of content are abandoned. Poor handwriting then 
conceals potential, children will potentially play it safe or write 
shorter pieces. 

• Kinetic Letters wants to enable all children to have an automaticity 
with their handwriting. Automaticity happens once the child repeats 
a skill sufficient times for the brain to be able to move performance to 
the sub-conscious, so that you no longer have to think about it. This 
then frees up space in the conscious brain for other high level tasks 



How Does It Work?
• Kinetic Letters is made of four strands. 

• Red Thread- Making Bodies Stronger

Building Strength, Dexterity and Manipulation.

• Yellow Thread- Learning the Letters

Letter Formation and Spacing Through Movement. Remembering 
Through Stories.

• Green Thread- Holding the Pencil

Learning to Maintain an Optimal Hold, in Line with Hand Physiology for 
Refined Finger Movements.

• Blue Thread- Flow and Fluency and the Joining Programme

Enabling Flow and Developing Fluency and Speed.



Red Thread- Making Bodies Stronger
Building Strength, Dexterity and Manipulation.



Animal Positions 
Meerkat 
Position 

Bear Position 

Penguin 
Position 

Lizard Position 

Stone Lion
Position 



Animal Positions- Buy One Get One 
Free



Writing Positions 



Yellow Thread- Learning the Letters
Letter Formation and Spacing Through 
Movement. Remembering Through Stories.



The Six Letter Moves



The Two Monkeys



The Letter Families



The Letter Families



Green Thread- Holding the Pencil
Learning to Maintain an Optimal Hold, in Line 
with Hand Physiology for Refined Finger 
Movements.



Non- Optimal Pencil Holds Why is this important?
Non-optimal Pencil Holds can 
make it harder to move a pencil 
in tiny movements required to 
write legibly, fast and fluently 
because they do not make the 
optimal use of the physiology 
of the hand.

Consequently, non-optimal 
holds can have a negative 
effect on handwriting as it is 
harder for pupils to convey 
their ideas onto paper and for 
others to read it, resulting in 
pain, frustration and under 
achievement. 



The Three Friends Hold

Background Information: 
The fine movements of 
the thumb and the fingers 
are made possible when 
they are relaxed, by 
making the base of the 
hand and wrist 
responsible for general 
stability. Whereas,  if the 
whole hand becomes 
involved in stabilising the 
position , the thumb and 
fingers become tense and 



The Three Friends Hold



The Three Friends Hold



The Three Friends Hold



Blue Thread- Flow and Fluency and the Joining 
Programme
Enabling Flow and Developing Fluency and 
Speed.



Blue Thread- Flow and Fluency and the Joining Programme
Enabling Flow and Developing Fluency and Speed.

Feeling Flow



Blue Thread- Flow and Fluency and the Joining Programme
Enabling Flow and Developing Fluency and Speed.

Letter Pairs
Children are then taught to 
join using letter pairs. 

They use the previously taught 
letter formation and the two 
monkeys to support their 
transition into joined writing. 

The children are also taught 
their high frequency word 
spellings in joined writing for 
practice.



Blue Thread- Flow and Fluency and the Joining Programme
Enabling Flow and Developing Fluency and Speed.

Enabling Flow • Writing positions
• Letter formation
• Three friend hold

By combining all the skills that 
the children have previously 
learnt, they can have fluent 
writing. Which will enable their 
brains to focus purely on the 
content. 



How Can You Help At Home?

• Support your child to hold their 
pens/pencils in the optimal hold. 

• Encourage your child to practice the 
animal poses

• Encourage your child to develop their gross 
motor and fine motor skills. Play dough, 
Lego, trips to the park climbing etc, 
carrying heavy objects/ school bags! 

• When your child begins to learn the letter 
formation, encourage them to follow the 
correct instructions



How Can You Help At Home?


